
by Brendan Rohan

INTEGRATING 
KINESIOLOGY & 
FLOWER THERAPY



It’s 9am, Monday morning.  
Your first client of the day is on the table, 
you have completed your pre-checks and  

then the indicator muscle drops. 

Your first correction is a flower remedy… 

In the Clinic



Todays Presentation!
We’ll be looking at…

The Power of Kinesiology
Let’s stop time and “pause and explore” the exact moment a 
flower remedy tests up. And look at the large amount of 
diagnostic information that one muscle test provides.

The Art of Flower Therapy
We’ll look at flower therapy and the traditional methods 
of plant medicine & the latest in botanical research.

The Marriage of 2 Systems
How kinesiology & flower therapy complement each 
other and how to get the most out of both modalities.

Homework
Web links to extra reading + free videos.
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2 Systems ( in a Nutshell )

1 2
Kinesiology Flower Therapy
Muscle Testing, Bio-Feedback Plant medicine

Basic Principle
Body-based therapy. 

Revolves around the use of muscle testing / 
bio-feedback.

Plant-based medicine. 
Revolves around the use of plant / 

flower remedies.

System
ʻStand-aloneʼ modality. 

Comes complete with its own diagnostic 
system called ʻmuscle testingʼ.

ʻStand-aloneʼ modality.
Comes complete with its own diagnostic 

system called ʻbotanical diagnosisʼ.

Strength Muscle testing provides a ʻtherapeutic 
frameworkʼ. You can ʻplug inʼ other modalities. ( See next slide. )



A kinesiologist has 2 systems at their disposal, not just 1. 

The role of kinesiology is to  
‘talk to the body’ about the health issue.  

The role of flower therapy is to  
‘talk to mother nature’ about how to correct it.

The Marriage of 2 Systems



When a Remedy ‘Tests Up’

It’s a Signal to ‘Change Therapies’
When the indicator muscle changes, it is a signal to ‘change hats’, 
swap roles and change your approach and apply the principles of 
flower therapy. I.e. Go into ‘flower therapy mode’.

A Conversation with the Subconscious  
A dialogue with the subconscious mind / higher intelligence 
has started. Specific instructions are being given to you.

Subconscious Test > Conscious Information
A subconscious muscle test is now becoming conscious information 
that you can use to educate your client. A ‘flower therapy mindset’ 
will help you to communicate that information.

Mother Nature is Speaking
Mother nature has information about the issue in question and 
specific instructions.
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What is happening when the indicator muscle changes and selects a flower remedy?



About Kinesiology

Kinesiology is Popular
Kinesiology is a popular ‘hands on’ health care system. It is 
popular because it empowers people to make informed health 
care choices. And it works!

Kinesiology is Its Own Modality 
Energy kinesiology was born out of applied kinesiology and has 
become its own system - a ‘therapeutic framework’ that allows 
you to ‘plug in’ other techniques.

Kinesiology is a ‘Body Therapy’…
Kinesiology revolves around muscle testing & ‘talks to the body’ 
about your health care needs and tells you how to correct 
them.

… and Has Its Own Diagnostic System
Kinesiology is a ‘stand alone’ system, that comes complete 
with its own diagnostic system.
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Let’s Compare the Differences Between Kinesiology & Flower Therapy



About Flower Therapy

Flower Therapy is a Popular Correction
Flower therapy is popular in kinesiology and flower remedies 
are a correction that is commonly used.

Flower Therapy is Its Own Modality 
Flower therapy is more than a correction. It is a complete system 
of plant medicine that has its own protocol, rules & disciplines to 
follow.

Flower Therapy is Plant Medicine
Kinesiology revolves around muscle testing & the body. Flower 
therapy revolves around plants and nature and natural law.

… and Has Its Own Diagnostic System
Understanding the plants is key as it teaches you how to apply 
flower remedies the way mother nature intended them to be 
used.
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Let’s Compare the Differences Between Kinesiology & Flower Therapy



The Doctrine of Signatures

17th Century Philosophy
Originally began as a religious philosophy. Was adopted by 
the medical / science community as the concept had merit.

Biblical Origins
Based upon the biblical story of Adam & Eve. God ‘marked 
everything with a sign as to its use to mankind’.

It’s No ‘Antique Philosophy’
The doctrine is viewed as a historical curiosity and a myth. 
It is seldom taught at length in natural medicine.

The ‘Beating Heart’ of CFT
The doctrine of signatures is as important to flower therapy as 
muscle testing is to kinesiology. It is the method used to ‘match 
flowers to personality types’. 

Key Point: You are obtaining direct health care instructions from 
nature, creation, God or the universe. This information is not derived 
from human belief or 2nd hand sources.
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How To Read ‘Natures Instructions’

Signature #1: First Impressions
Your 1st impression captures ‘the essence’ of the plant. Later, 
you will break this down into understandable information.

Obvious Traits ( Second Impression )
Notice where your eye is drawn. These are your first clues 
when building up a picture of the personality type.

Tip!
Look at the whole body of the plant  
for clues. Not just the flowers.

Obvious Clues
What is this flower remedy for?
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It’s easy. Anyone can do it. Mother nature secrets are hidden in plain sight.





Special Care Instructions

First Impressions / Obvious Traits
Red colouring = Intensity, Thorns = Protective Mechanism. 
Message to Therapist = “Apply Caution” = Adopt Posture of 
Caution in order to ‘operate’ on the client.

Flowers
Flowers = Feelings. Flower Bract = Guarded Feelings. 
“Issue is a sore point” = Potential healing crisis = ESR.

Growth Habit / Characteristics
The study of plants is the study of life energy = They are 
the physical ( not abstract ) representation of emotion.

Tip!
Every signature can be read two ways. Both the positive and 
negative are visible. I.e. Intensity = Passion, Fearlessness. 
Thorns = Protected during the stages of change.
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The first signatures are designed to attune the therapist, adjust their  
“internal posture” and ‘set the tone’ of the balance.



Roots: A Key Signature

An Important Signature
The most important signature ( not flowers ). Depicts 
integration process and how the client will reconnect with 
their true nature / deeper spirit.

Root Structure
Helps you connect with something deeper than the ego, self 
image and ‘surface mind’ of thoughts and feelings.

Different Root Types
Even though it is called ‘flower therapy’, study the different 
root structures and types. I.e. Tap roots on carrots, etc.

The Flower of Passion, in the Wild
Aechmea recurvata has a brittle root system. Botanically, 
this allows a large plant colony to migrate easily. 
Emotionally, brittle roots means a person is ‘easily upset’. On 
the positive side, it allows the person to ‘easily move on’ and 
not get ‘weighed down’ in mundane problems.
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Signature #6: Natural Habitat

Natural Habitat, “Home”
The natural habitat of plants provides non-verbal, soulful 
clues about how to lead a more natural & healthy life.

Living A Lifestyle That Suits You
Plants in their natural environment help clients to look at the 
life they are living from an instinctual, primal level.

‘Coming Out of Yourself’ & Exploring Life
Natural landscapes help clients break out of their routine, ‘9-to-5’ 
behaviours & ego-bubble and ‘get out of themselves’.

… One Interesting Reaction!
When shown plants in their natural environment, clients often are 
inspired to travel, go on a holiday overseas or to a new place.
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“When extracting medicine from nature, 
one must be careful not to remove nature itself.”



Let’s Recap!
The Doctrine of Signatures

Flowers = Feelings

Growth Habit = Emotion, Desired Path  
of Life Energy

Root Structure = Reconnection /  
Integration or ‘Healing Process’

Protective Mechanisms = Precautions /  
Care Instructions for the Practitioner

First Impressions = “Essence of the Issue” 
or a “Grasp of the Whole Story”
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Natural Habitat = Lifestyle Adjustment6

“Wait until 
you see 
7-10!”



Family = “Life Attitude” or Philosophy
Bromeliad family = Philosophy of the Pineapple = “Relax 
About Life”. They are the antidote to “worry about life”.

Sub-Family = “Type of Issue”
Sub-family 1 = Thinking / Focus Issues.  
Subfamily 2 = Emotional / Behavioural Issue.  
Sub-family 3 = Physical / Issue with Current Reality.

Genus = “Cause of Issue”
Passion, belongs to genus Aechmea. Indicates an issue caused by 
“suppressed emotion / suppressed self.” So it is a fear-based issue. 
As opposed to Neoregelias for beliefs, Tillandsias for mental habits.

Species = “Emotional Issue / Symptom”
The standard information provided in flower therapy. The 
‘negative’ emotion. E.g. Guarded, Defensive.
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A botanical archetype is the study of the vibrational pattern of whole plant 
families and subgroups. This is my own work. First discovered in 2003.

‘Botanical Archetypes’

Www.Skyflowers.co/Botany



Project: ‘Fruit Box’
Studying the vibrational pattern of common food plants.

1997-2017
Pineapple

2017
Apples

2018
Citrus - Oranges, Lemons, 
Mandarin, Grapefruit, etc.

2019
Grapes

2020
Bananas

Www.Skyflowers.co/Botany



Flowers = Feelings

Growth Habit = Emotion, Desired Path  
of Life Energy

Natural Habitat = Lifestyle Adjustment

Root Structure = Integration / Healing  
Process
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Protective Mechanisms = Special Care  
Instructions to Avoid Healing Crisis

6First Impressions = “Essence of the 
Issue”

Sub-Family = “Realm / Location of Issue”

Genus = “Cause of Issue”

Species = “Emotional Issue / Symptom”
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Family = “Life Attitude” or Philosophy
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One muscle test provides a lot of information.  

You literally know everything, 
“from issue to after care”.

One Muscle Test



Tip: Get Plant Pictures!

Learning on the Internet
The internet is chock full of information you can  
use to learn about the plants.

Do a Photo Search
Type in the botanical name of the plants. Don’t 
use common names as they differ from country to 
country.

What to Look For
Type in something like “Aechmea recuvata in wild 
habitat” and you will find plants in the wild.

Getting the Right Pictures
Internet searches are not 100% accurate and 
may contain misnamed plants. So be careful!
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Your Energy, Your Nature
You share a close, energetic relationship with the 
plants you know and love. The more love, the 
more the overlap of energy.

Custom-Made Toolkits
Incorporate flowers you love or plants that were in 
your garden as a child into your tool kit. They will 
‘test up’ a lot!

A ‘Little Bottle of You’
Clients come to see you & experience your 
personality / energy. Give them ‘a bottle of you’ to 
take home.

Student Tip!
1) Build your toolkit around 3 plants you love. Source 

them on the internet or make them yourself.  
2) Learn your flowers, one-at-a-time and build up a 

solid understand of every flower you use.
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Tip: Work with Plants You Love



The Skyflowers Project
Links, Extra Reading & Resources

The home of The Skyflowers Project. Visit the 
botanical research and our flower remedies.

Www.ClinicalFlowerTherapy.com
The CFT website. Designed to promote a high 
standard of practice in flower therapy.

Social Media @iSkyflowers
Follow on Facebook & Twitter for daily self 
development. Watch on YouTube at Skyflowers.Tv.

Info@Skyflowers.co 
If you have any questions, drop by the 
Skyflowers stand. Or send me an email!
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Www.Skyflowers.co/Botany



“What we practice today,  
we pass on to future generations, 

to practice tomorrow. 

What we don’t practice,  
they won’t even know about. 

This is the real reason for professionalism.” 

Brendan Rohan - Skyflowers



Extra Pics



The classroom example

( that bit Philip Rafferty )



Tillandsia
aeranthos

aer = air
thos ( flos ) = flower







Richard Rust presenting at KANZ Conference 2018 * ( Come to KANZ - Sept 2018 - Auckland )


